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Bikeacademy Sextner Dolomiten
St. Josefstrasse 19
39030 Sexten
www.bikeacademy-sextnerdolomiten.com

Monday, 10/14/2019 - ALPS TOUR
Organizer: Bikeacademy Sextner
Dolomiten

Time:
Start:

10.00 Uhr
Bike-Academy Sextner
Dolomiten
Price:
40 €
Partners: 25 €

23.00 km
6h 30min
820 m
820 m

Difficulty:
Condition:
Panorama:

Description:
“Visit Otti&Clara at Nemes Alp”
We start at Sesto at the Bike Academy Sextner Dolomiten on the forest path no. 13 towards Alpe
Nemes. After a hard ascent of around 40 minutes, we will reach “Saumad” high plateau (1,750), we turn left
to Malga Klammbach (1,940). This is also a demanding stretch, where after around 30 minutes we are
enjoying the fantastic view on the “Tre Cime di Lavaredo”. Above Malga Klammbach, we take route no. 13 to Alpe Nemes (1,900). This
trail is technically challenging in parts with a stretch, where bikes have to be carried lasting around 100m, but it is highly recommended.
Arrived at Malga Nemes, we make a break and enjoy the typical South-Tyrolean dishes from Otti & Clara. When Otti plays with his accordion,
we have the perfect flair.
After the break of one hour, we take the wide route no. 146 into the high valley. After around 2 km, we turn right to Coltrondo Hut.
From Coltrondo Hut, we take the road for about 500m and then we turn right into the forest along hiking trail no. 149 towards Passo Monte
Croce, initially a challenging technical S/2 trail in parts, then on the forest road up to the fork Alpe Nemes. Arrived at the crossroad Alpe
Nemes/Malga Coltrondo, we turn right into hiking trail no. 130 towards “Schwarzsee” and then we turn left, towards the campsite. The trail
from here, is a cool, partially challenging trail with lots of roots passing the campsite to the valley station of the “Tre Cime di Lavaredo cable
car” and the “Pollaio Hut”. We turn right to “Pollaio Hut” and on the Sesto circular path, we return to Sesto to the Bike Academy
Sextner Dolomiten.
Before we return to the hotel, we make a short stop at “Gästhäusl Putschall” and drink a fresh, cool “Pustertaler” beer, to finish the day.
Refreshment huts: Alpe Nemes Hut, Gästhäusl Putschall;

Trackinfos:
Tourdates
Duration: easy daily tour for beginners
Lenght: 23 km
Rise: 820m
Descent: 820m
Condition: ***
Uphill: **
Downhill: S0/S1
Start: Bike Academy Sextner Dolomiten at 10.00 a.m.
Return: Bike Academy Sextner Dolomiten at 03.00 p.m.
Type: Mountainbike AM Fully

